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Nippon Paint
halts launch of
new products

Aiding Dairy Farmers

TAG to raise $25 million

CHENNAI

Facing poor market sentiment, paint major nippon
Paint has halted some of
its premium product
launches under the decorative category, a top company oﬃcial said here on
Friday. The company,
which has launched several products, including
odourless paints and Kids
paint in the past, was “expecting to register a high
single digit growth” in the
current ﬁscal, nippon
Paint Pvt Ltd (Decorative
division), president, S Mahesh Anand said. “Industry is deﬁnitely aﬀected.
All public listed (paint)
companies reported very
good results in the ﬁrst
quarter. But in the current
quarter (July-Aug-September), everybody are
keeping their ﬁngers
crossed (on ﬁnancial performance of the companies),” he told reporters.
noting that nippon
Paint had also done well in
the April-May-June quarter, he said they expected
to post a “high single digit
growth” in the coming
quarters. He replied in the
aﬃrmative when asked
whether the company was
putting on hold its initiative to unveil new product
launches under decorative
business. “Yes. We have.
Anyway people are not
buying premium decorative paints, so why launch
that product?” The market
sentiment was reﬂected in
poor construction activity
witnessed nationwide, he
said. Decorative business
constitute 50 per cent for
nippon Paint while remaining are in the industrial segments. Anand,
along with senior company oﬃcials and actress
Vani Bhojan were in the
city to launch joint initiative with Sodexo for
painters, titled ‘Amudha
Surabhi’. PTI
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‘AI, ML cannot replace
humans in healthcare’

Livestock technology and genomic breeding company plans units in Telangana
Y V PHAnI RAJ
HYDERABAD

Tropical Animal Genetics
(TAG), a livestock technology and genomic breeding
company, working on innovations to ensure sustainable
and proﬁtable income to the
dairy farmers, is planning to
raise $20-25 million (about
Rs 140-175 crore) in Series A
funding to meet its expansion needs. The funding will
be utilised in setting up 4-5
specialised embryo manufacturing facilities across
India, including one unit in
Telangana, and a pharmaceutical products making
unit in the State. TAG is
looking for investors who are
excited about deep technology, want to be a strategic
partner in something innovative or those keen on making
an impact on community.
In a major move, the company has shifted its corporate oﬃce from Karnal
(Haryana) to Hyderabad on
September 1, as it found the
State ahead of many States in
the country in terms of the
dairy ecosystem, milk production and overall industry.
Srinivas Aluri, co-founder,
TAG told Telangana Today,
“TAG is a new age Indian
startup that is harnessing the
power of deep technology to
create positive social impact
in the dairy farming sector.
We have worked on several
technologies and research
development in the last ﬁve
years. Our focus is going to
be on improving productivity of cows and buﬀaloes,
creating disease-resistant
chicken and help breeding
quality aqua livestock (ﬁsh
and shrimp).”
The ﬁve-year old company, which was incorporated in Karnal, Haryana, has
recently
launched
its
patented technology plat-

2.5 times increase in farmer’s
income with embryo genetics
Annual profits per cow to
go up from Rs 8,750 to
Rs 24,250
Annual milk yield per cow
to go up from
1,500 to 4,000 litres
Creating new breeds of FMD
resistant cattle to save
Rs 14,000 cr per year
Enable converting India from
an artificial inseminationbased to an embryo-based
milk economy
Company keen to work on
disease-resistant chicken
and aqua species

Our focus is going to be on improving
productivity of dairy cattle and breeding
quality of aqua livestock
— SRINIVAS ALURI, CO-FOUNDER, TAG

form ‘Tropical Bovine Genetics (TBG)’. The company
is keen to double the Indian
dairy farmers’ income with
assured genetics support
through its embryo technology (ET) and assured lactation with pregnancy free lactation (PFL). The company
has supplied embryo technology machines to national
Dairy Development Board
(nDDB) and believes that
embryo, which may cost Rs
30,000 now, could come
down to Rs 7,000-Rs 8,000
in the coming years, as technology and reach improves.
Future plans
He added, “We expect to
commercialise PFL in next
18 months. We are also plan-

ning to come out with pharmaceutical products that
will be utilised in PFL, for
which we will seek Indian
food and drug administration approval.” The company is also keen to create
new breeds of foot-andmouth disease (FMD) resistant cattle, which will save Rs
14,000 crores per year spent
on FMD vaccinations.
The 150-member company
today operates a farm in Karnal, an embryo manufacturing facility in Anand, Gujarat,
a lab and bioengineering subsidiary in Bengaluru. The
company has invested about
Rs 70-80 crore in the last ﬁve
years to create this infrastructure and test technologies. The company is sup-

he advent of
technologies like
artificial intelligence
and machine learning has
changed the way every
industry functions and
healthcare has not been
far behind. The
technologies have got
healthcare even more
closer to the patients via
instruments like
telemedicine and doctor
on demand. On the other
hand it has made
detection of diseases
faster, easier and
objective. Speaking to
Sruti Venugopal, Apollo
Hospitals Group chief
information officer Arvind
Sivaramakrishnan tells
about the impact AI, ML
have made on healthcare
and why it can never
replace an actual
healthcare provider.

T

Impacting
Productivity

ported by BIRAC, a nodal
funding agency for the
biotechnology industry. The
company is in talks with the
State governments which
have progarmmes to support
dairy farmers with cattle
supply. It is working with
Maharashtra,
Andhra
Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh
and Sikkim. TAG has initiated talks with uttar Pradesh
and will be talking to Telangana government soon.
TAG, which owns six
patents, has entered into
strategic and technology
partnerships with Transova
Genetics, uSA, Roslin Institute university of Edinburgh, Indian Institute of
Science (IISc), IIT-Madras
and national Center for Biological Sciences (nCBS).
“With the help of Roslin Institute, we are working on
creating chicken which is
resistant of bird ﬂu (avian
inﬂuenza). We will also look
at multiplying Indian breeds
instead of importing any,”
he informed.

Impact on
healthcare
Artificial Intelligence and
Machine Learning is
growing field and in terms
of promise it is fantastic. It
help speed up diagnosis
and can help the
provider have
better quality
while it same
time reduce
errors.
However, it will
take

e-platform for discom payments likely: Panel
MUMBAI

The panel formed under
chairman of the Central
Electricity Authority (CEA)
to explore prepaid payments
by state discoms to independent power producers
has suggested setting up an
e-platform for discounting of
bills on the lines of the system being used by MSMEs.
In February this year, the
government had constituted
a panel under the CEA to explore prepaid payments options by state electricity distribution companies, which
are known for delayed payments, to power plants. Following this, in June, the
union Power Ministry had
mandated state-run discoms
to oﬀer letters of credit
(LCs) against their power
purchases as a payment security from August 1. Since
then most discoms have
started issuing LCs. The

panel was headed by CEA
chairman Prakash Mhaske
had members from the
union Power Ministry,
power producers and two
state-run discoms.
Cash-starved state discoms, it can be noted that,
owe over Rs 51,000 crore in
arrears to private sector
power producers, leading to
the over Rs 3 lakh crore bad
loans among 30 producers
in the power sector, which
are still awaiting resolution.
The arrears were close to
Rs 72,000 crore in December 2018. The committee in
its report has recommended
creating an e-platform for
discounting of bills for generation companies wherein
commercial banks can act as
ﬁnanciers. “This platform
will be similar to the trade
receivable discounting system being used for discounting of invoices by
MSMEs,” says the report. PTI

Usage of technology
There are different and
diverse ways in which
these technologies are
being used. One is the
usage of algorithm on
multiple ailments ranging
from cardiac diseases to
pulmonary disorders to
even certain orthopedic
problem. There are
multiple such algorithms
being used in each
specialty and these are
being translated to small
wearable devices that can
detect fault. For example
there are wearable
devices for senior citizens
which can detect if they
fall on ground. Wearable
device, ML, AI mixed with
cloud technology is
driving this space.

startups. And not only
startups we are open to
collaborating with bigger
companies to enhance the
use of AI, ML in the
healthcare space. We are
partnering with Microsoft
and have joined hands
with many international
startups and are working
on multiple combinations.
We are looking at working
on drones which is an
interesting piece of health
delivery.

Technology
vs human
This whole idea of using
technology is not replace
anyone but to provide
access to ability. If we look
at the number of people
on the planet and number
of care providers we will
know that there is no
question of replacement.
It is all about augmenting
and making it more
effective and reaching the
right person at the right
time. That is what we are
looking at and it is about
quality being enforced
along with access and
affordability being pushed
to the limit. There is no
question of replacement
as that is not the focus,
augmenting for better
delivery is the focus.

Partnership
with startups
As a Group we are
very much
committed
to
working
with

Cost on patient
While it is too early to
comment on cost but the
intention is clearly is to
keep the cost as low as
possible and logically
affordable. It is also about
pushing the button in
terms of surety of quality
and the outcomes. Cost
has to be kept at optimal
level and intentaion is
clearly affordability.

3-day industrial
expo starts in city
BuSInESS BuREAu
Hyderabad

HUGE ARREARS: Cash-starved State discoms owe over Rs 51,000 crore in arrears to private sector power producers.

Produce electronics in
India, says Maruti

Tech&HR event
held in Hyderabad

NEW DELHI

TeamLease Recruitment
Services on Friday hosted
an interactive and informative session on technology and its impact on
Human Resource
Processes. The event witnessed discussions by HR
experts on how technology is shaping the world
of human resources and
opening plethora of opportunities. It also witnessed deliberations on
how technologies are taking the HR industry by
storm and how these technologies are impacting job
descriptions as well as redeﬁning the way HR and
talent management professional’s work. The key
note was delivered by
Sreekanth K. Arimanithaya, Global Talent
Leader, EY Global Delivery Services and Ajay Bakshi, Global Transformation Leader, Xerox.

The country’s largest carmaker
Maruti Suzuki India on Friday asked
the components makers to start
manufacturing vehicle electronics
and certain key parts in India in
order to cut imports of such articles.
The local manufacturing of such
parts would not only help Maruti
Suzuki India (MSI), but also support
the government’s Make in India initiative, Maruti Suzuki India managing director and chief executive oﬃcer (CEO) Kenichi Ayukawa said
while speaking at the ACMA annual
convention here.
“I have a challenge and an invitation to oﬀer to you (components industry). The MSI car is over 90 per
cent local, component-wise. But
some key parts and electronics are
areas where we still need to import.
But we want to Make-in-India,”
Ayukawa said.
If anybody can make electronic
components and some key parts in
India with quality and reliability, it
will not only help MSI, but the entire

some time to reach full
evolution and adoption but
the promise and benefit is
there for everyone to see.
From an outcome
standpoint, it helps the
provider have access to
additional reference
knowledge thus helping
them in improve quality of
care and deliver
evidence-based practice.

HELP SOUGHT: Maruti wants auto
components makers to start
manufacturing in India to cut imports.

Indian automobile industry, he
added. Ayukawa said the best opportunity to win in the future lies in developing in-house research and development (R&D) capability.
“If India has to be competitive in
the world of tomorrow, my message
is - start developing in-house R&D
capability... (which) is a very long
drawn process and the results come
slowly. We have to be patient and
stay committed,” he added. PTI

The ﬁfth edition of the
three-day Industrial and Engineering Expo (Indexpo)
2019 kicked oﬀ here in the
city on Friday. The exhibition is being organised by
Indore Infoline Pvt Ltd.
About six international exhibitors are participating in
the event and nearly 20,000
are expected to visit in the
next three days. Engineering
students from industrial and
mechanical streams made
way to the exhibition which
also saw showcase of industrial products on display.
Lokesh Machines director
M Sri Krishna said that laser
cutting machinery which
used to be very expensive
once is now becoming affordable and there are many
exhibitors showcasing state-
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Six international
exhibitors are
participating and
20,000 are expected
to visit the 5th edition
of Indexpo 2019
of-the-art laser machinery.
“The exhibition showcases
4,700 units of various industrial products and the gross
value of these products on
display is Rs 40 crore.
Through this exhibition we
are conﬁdent of generating a
sales leads worth Rs 150
crore over a period of next
one year,” said Rajkumar
Agrawal, MD of Indore Infoline Pvt Ltd. 150 exhibitors
from India, China and Austria are showcasing their
products and services.

